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converge to form a neck a few miles wide before they
part and open out like two mighty curling arms. We
flew through the neck and saw rain storms ahead with
slanting pillars of fine misty rain, blocking out the view
like dim curtains. And through the obscurity towards the
east I had a feeling that dim mountains were approaching.
We flew on till we picked up the Shatt el Adhaim
at "Banting's Bend/' and about this time we came
out of the rain and there opened before my eyes a most
unforgettable prospect. Mile upon mile the Kurdish
mountains stretched, in soft distant colours, with curtains
of cloud around and above them; in some places sharp
and well-defined, in others misty and so obscure that
whether they were cloud or not I was left in doubt.
And to the north-east I saw the snowy top of Pire Makrun
rising pyramidal and kingly. And though I thought
he would be lovely, when I saw him, in fact, he was
five times more lovely, and as I gazed, he became all
misty. There is something about a great mountain
in the distance that is almost overpowering. So aloof
and majestic in the atmospheric vesture, washed pure by
the rain.
For a space we followed the Shatt el Adhaim, and then
flying along the line of a disused railway, or rather to
the left of it, we came to and crossed the Jebel Hamrin.
It is a low serrated range of hills running north-west
and south-east, orange in its main hue, but on closer
inspection revealing all the ochres down to deep Indian
red. And it is like a great slab, extending beyond
eye-reach and tilted up, its north-eastern edge the highest,
all cut up with wadis into an infinite variety of patterns.
And to look at it makes one imagine the falling of the
waters of a thousand years.

